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Local policymakers look at objective measures



1)Data collection with the Bike Barometer

2)Correlates of cycling safety along home-to-school routes

3)Correlates of cycling safety at intersections

4)Correlates of cycling safety at segments

The Bike Barometer provides insights into

adolescents’ cycling safety perception

along their home-to-school routes



1)Data collection with the Bike Barometer

2)Correlates of cycling safety along home-to-school routes

3)Correlates of cycling safety at intersections

4)Correlates of cycling safety at segments

The Bike Barometer provides insights into

adolescents’ cycling safety perception

along their home-to-school routes



Adolescents digitize their home-to-school route 

on the Bike Barometer platform

https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be

https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be

https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be/
https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be/


https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be

Adolescents assess cycling safety along their route 

on the Bike Barometer platform

https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be/


Adolescents assess cycling safety along their route 

on the Bike Barometer platform
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https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be/


Adolescents analyse the cycling safety near the school 

using their collected data

https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be

https://fietsbarometer.ugent.be/


The Bike Barometer provides insights into

adolescents’ cycling safety perception

along their home-to-school routes

1)Data collection with the Bike Barometer

2)Correlates of cycling safety along home-to-school routes

3)Correlates of cycling safety at intersections

4)Correlates of cycling safety at segments



Multilevel linear regression analysis: 

overall safety score for routes ~
main effect * age * cyclist * gender * frequency

Intercept           

What 

determines 

your route?

The shortest route

The least traffic

Slow traffic

Safe cycling infrastructure

Most aesthetic

Least obstacles

Other people

A shop

Something else

Who 

determines 

your route?

Me

Parents

Siblings

Someone else

Who 

accompanies 

you?

Friends

Siblings

Adults

No one

Number of persons



main effect * age * cyclist * gender * frequency

Do you wear 

safety cloths? Yes

Time of leave at home

Time of arrival at school

Frequency of the route

What is your 

gender?

Girl

Other

Age                       

Cyclist

Route length

Multilevel linear regression analysis: 

overall safety score for routes ~



Multilevel linear regression analysis: 

overall safety score for routes ~
main effect * age * cyclist * gender * frequency

Intercept           

What 

determines 

your route?

The shortest route -0.86 ± 0.30

The least traffic 1.30 ± 0.52

Slow traffic

Safe cycling infrastructure 1.10 ± 0.55

Most aesthetic

Least obstacles

Other people

A shop 2.42 ± 1.18

Something else

Who 

determines 

your route?

Me 2.84 ± 0.90 -1.84 ± 0.77

Parents 2.61 ± 0.99

Siblings

Someone else

Who 

accompanies 

you?

Friends 1.24 ± 0.44 -0.78 ± 0.36

Siblings

Adults

No one 0.94 ± 0.46

Number of persons -2.41 ± 1.01 2.72 ± 0.94 1.84 ± 0.81



main effect * age * cyclist * gender * frequency

Do you wear 

safety cloths? Yes -1.49 ± 0.55

Time of leave at home

Time of arrival at school

Frequency of the route

What is your 

gender?

Girl

Other

Age                       3.04 ± 1.50

Cyclist 1.73 ± 0.69

Route length -0.78 ± 0.21

Multilevel linear regression analysis: 

overall safety score for routes ~



The Bike Barometer provides insights into

adolescents’ cycling safety perception

along their home-to-school routes

1)Data collection with the Bike Barometer

2)Correlates of cycling safety along home-to-school routes

3)Correlates of cycling safety at intersections

4)Correlates of cycling safety at segments



Multilevel linear regression analysis: safety score for intersections ~

main effect * age * cyclist

Intercept

How good do you 

score this aspect at 

this intersection? 

(0 = bad, 

10 = good)

Traffic volume

Traffic speed

Obstacles

Road condition

Lighting

Being cut off the path

Safety to cross the intersection

Occurrence of accidents

Cycling infrastructure

Why do you give 

this safety score to 

this intersection?

Too little / enough space

The rules are not / well obeyed

Unclear / Good traffic signs

Bad / Good sight

Time of the day

Cyclist

Gender

Age



Multilevel linear regression analysis: safety score for intersections ~

main effect * age * cyclist

Intercept -1.59 ± 0.52

How good do you 

score this aspect at 

this intersection? 

(0 = bad, 

10 = good)

Traffic volume 2.48 ± 0.47 -1.82 ± 0.88

Traffic speed

Obstacles -1.89 ± 0.78

Road condition

Lighting

Being cut off the path

Safety to cross the intersection 3.03 ± 0.54 1.33 ± 0.45

Occurrence of accidents

Cycling infrastructure 2.17 ± 0.55 2.49 ± 1.03 -1.80 ± 0.47

Why do you give 

this safety score to 

this intersection?

Too little / enough space 0.48 ± 0.22

The rules are not / well obeyed

Unclear / Good traffic signs

Bad / Good sight 0.47 ± 0.22

Time of the day

Cyclist

Gender

Age



The Bike Barometer provides insights into

adolescents’ cycling safety perception

along their home-to-school routes

1)Data collection with the Bike Barometer

2)Correlates of cycling safety along home-to-school routes

3)Correlates of cycling safety at intersections

4)Correlates of cycling safety at segments



Multilevel linear regression analysis: safety score for segments ~

main effect * age * cyclist

Intercept

How good do you 

score this aspect 

along this 

segment? 

(0 = bad, 

10 = good)

Traffic volume 9.28 ± 0.28 -0.16 ± 0.56 -0.67 ± 0.23

Traffic speed 3.40 ± 0.58 -1.61 ± 0.25

Obstacles 3.39 ± 0.54 -1.10 ± 0.22

Road condition 1.41 ± 0.9 -7.82 ± 0.53 2.00 ± 0.24

Lighting 2.51 ± 0.28 -3.48 ± 0.53 -0.63 ± 0.23

Distance of cars from cyclists 8.12 ± 0.31 -7.46 ± 0.57 -5.56 ± 0.27

Hindrance of motorized traffic 3.44 ± 0.29

Hindrance of cyclists -1.91 ± 0.26 9.33 ± 0.21

Occurrence of accidents 3.40 ± 0.37 -4.00 ± 0.29

Cycling infrastructure -0.14 ± 0.36 29.31 ± 0.67 6.46 ± 0.31

Why do you give 

this safety score 

to this segment?

The rules are not / well obeyed

Unclear / Good traffic signs 0.77 ± 0.15 -0.70 ± 0.30 -1.11 ± 0.13

Bad / Good sight 1.57 ± 0.12 -0.72 ± 0.25 -0.92 ± 0.09

Time of the day

Cyclist 0.93 ± 0.18

Gender

Age

Segment length



The Bike Barometer gives adolescents a voice in cycling policy

The Bike Barometer provides insights into

adolescents’ cycling safety perception

along their home-to-school routes

Traffic volume, cycling infrastructure, space and sight

are important correlates of perceived cycling safety

Some effects of environmental factors are different for young 

and old adolescents, and for cyclists and non-cyclists
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